
 

MUSIC OF BLOOD 

A SHORT STORY BASED ON THE BLOODY CHAMBER 

By Athanasios Karavasilis 

 

The years flew swifter than the wind as I was already feeling the passing of time crawling 

on my skin, wrapping me like a tender and calming cloak. I didn’t mind because the usual signs 

of aging spared me of showing off and I retained the sweet looks of my youth as though time has 

abandoned me, or should I say favoured me. 

Everything seemed to have frozen the moment the Marquis received the generous bullet 

hole in his head, offered by my beloved and long passed away mother, and after all how could 

this be else wise. The Marquis was the castle and the castle was the Marquis. Lifeless and cold at 

heart, if it ever had one, as his previous master.  

I started feeling this coldness in my own heart shortly after we established the music 

school inside the cursed haunt, purely motivated by our love for music. We tried to do anything 

that could seal the past away and let us live in peace without the memories of past horrors and in 

order to achieve that we sealed the chamber once and for all and utterly changed the decoration 

of all the rooms creating a hopeless illusion of living in a completely different castle. But there 

were things that troubled my already confused mind and could never fade away. 

“What isn’t remembered never happened.”That’s what my second late husband used to 

say for quite a long time before passing away. I still don’t quite understand what he meant; still 

he praised these words without ever seeing the shame on my forehead. “Memory is merely a 

record; you just need to rewrite that record.”Rewrite it. Yes. Or maybe not. Maybe the only thing 
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needed to be changed never changed at all. I am already in my mid-thirties and these voices in 

my head grow stronger and stronger. And these kids; so talented and yet so…expendable. After 

his death I persuaded myself to stay home all the time resisting the temptation of teaching music 

and attending social gathers since the lack of change in my outer appearance was easily kept a 

secret to my blind companion but it would not be so well hidden to the outer world. Of course 

rumours about me were a common theme among various circles but after all it is just a rumour. 

Everyone likes to hear that. Everyone likes to say that.  Rumours are all lies and you don’t have 

to do anything about them but just be and watch as they let you exist everywhere through their 

words. Exist everywhere…Sometimes I wonder if I do need to exist since I am here, I am there, I 

am everywhere. I exist in the fears of the little children being tutored here, drowned in their 

hopes of not having their name among the missing children that lost their way home forever in 

the dark corridors of this castle. It is true that for a long time now several children were lost 

inside the castle and never found but I strangled to keep it low since the most talented young 

musicians through the whole country attended our music school and we couldn’t afford any such 

misfortunes. Investigations were carried, secretly of course, but resulted in failure. And it was a 

natural thing they would result in failure because “While the truth lies within your heart there 

will be always pools of blood in the shadows’’. Oh my god. His words again are screaming 

inside my forehead. I am going crazy? 

Several years passed. How can someone forget? How could I forget? Since the Marquis 

died I had no identity and I was all alone. I was so confused. I am so confused. Will I be so 

confused? “I play god, I have wings, I am in control. «His last words echoed through my ears for 

a long time and each time my forehead flamed hotter and hotter.  
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There are times that my memory suffers huge blanks without having the efficiency to 

remember what I was doing in that dead time and still my shame mark burned like inferno. And 

still more children got lost. Always the most talented ones. But still there are things that make 

me more and more confused, make me think, and make me wonder about what I am thinking. 

After all, am I thinking at all?  

“Don’t be afraid my dear. It is your destiny and there is a world around you, a world of 

people. A world of feelings and emotions and blood and death. There are always pools of blood 

in the shadows.” I could still hear the whizz of that heavy sword and each time this memory felt 

closer and closer as though it happened just yesterday and felt his warm hands holding it as 

thought they were my own. I didn’t forget but I still can’t remember everything and I am so 

afraid; or maybe confused; or maybe both. “What is not remembered never happened.” What 

have I done? 

My mother was always proud of her little girl becoming a marquise despite the fact that I 

had widowed while I was still seventeen marrying a blind piano tutor shortly after and turning 

the placed that scarred me for life into a music school for the gifted, as it eventually turned to be. 

Literally I was reaching my late forties and still resembled a woman in her mid-twenties. Time 

was so generous on me. My Marquis was so generous on me. Sometimes I feel it is a shame I 

was so late in realising the true purpose of the mark in my forehead but it is never too late. I 

placed the heavy sword above my bed for easier access and I enriched the chamber with new and 

very imaginative machines indeed. Extreme talent is something recognized thoroughly inside this 

school and paid accordingly am not afraid anymore and I walk towards this road with my mind 

clear having his last words before remembering everything as my precious prayer. ”The truth is 
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never known but this is something really true. Do you know about it?” I surely do my beloved 

one. I surely do. 

 

 

End 
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